
 

 

Col Très Perso 

A collar to be knit according to the inspiration 
of the moment, with rather two wools in 
textures and\or different colors for a work 
looking like no other one. The point is very 
simple to serve at best the wool. 

Material : 

3 balls of fado brun  Fonty (Or quite different 
wool which pleases you) 

1 Hand spun skein of merinos and yack woll 

(Or quite different wool which pleases you 
around 90 meters), here a thread with colored 
tortillons. 

Circular needles 5mm, with a cable 80cm minimum. 1 stitch marker. 

 

Gauge : 28 rows/20 stitches. (fado, stocking stitch) 

size : 29/62cm. 

 

Work : 

Cast on 200 stitches in fado, put the stitch marker to see the beginning of the round. 

Form the circle and purl 1 round. With hand spun thread knit 2 rounds. 

Then repeat 7 times the following 11rounds: 

In fado rounds 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9: knit. 

In fado rounds 2, 6: *purl 1, knit 9 *, repeat the motive between * ...* as often as one needs to 
arrive at the end of the round. 

In fado rounds 4, 8: knit 5, *purl 1, knit 9 *, repeat the motive between * ...* as often as one needs 
to arrive at 5 stitches before the end of the round, finish with purl1 and knit 4.  

With hand spun thread knit rounds 10 and 11.  

When 7 repetitions of 11 rounds are made, purl 1 round with fado and bind off flexibly all the 
stitches, always in fado. 

Bring in the threads, cut them short, fix your work, it’s done! 

Note : si vous voulez faire un col plus haut, continuez les répétitions. Si vous souhaitez un col plus 
court (pour faire 1 tour autour du cou), montez seulement une centaine de mailles. 

Note: if you want to make a higher collar, continue the repetitions. If you wish a shorter collar (to 

make 1 round around the neck), cast on only hundred stitches. 
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